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PALOMA CAMACHO
The eruption of kundalini energy from its
secret nest at the base of the spine has
been revered by some as bringing ecstasy and enlightenment, and disparaged
by others as simply disabling, terrifying
and dangerous. Mystics may call it a
method of transformation. Skeptics consider it imaginary. All who have experienced it know it as a mystery and a profound life-altering experience. This book,
based on 25 years of interviews with
over 2000 people who have had this
awakening, describes seven categories
of phenomena that may occur, tells the
eastern perspective of kundalini science,
oﬀers guidance on coping with the erratic energies and shifts of consciousness
that happen, and reveals the inward
path to self-realization that follows the
deconstruction initiated by a kundalini
arising. If you think you might be in this
awakening process, you engage in spiritual or energy practices, or you have activated energies following a near-death experience or trauma, this book is your
companion and guide.
Shri Mataji writes that “India is a very ancient country and it has been blessed by
many seers and saints who wrote treatises about reality and guidelines on how to
achieve it.” This is just such a book. This
book is both an introduction to Sahaja Yo-

ga, describing the nature of the subtle reality within each of us, and a step-bystep handbook on how to be a good Sahaja Yogi, the nature of Sahaj culture,
how to be a leader and how to raise children. “The knowledge of Sahaja Yoga
cannot be described in a few sentences
or one small book, but one should understand that all this great work of creation
and evolution is done by some great subtle organization, which is in the great divine form.”
Kundalini Yoga as taught by Yogi Bhajan®"The Kundalini is known as the
nerve of the soul. This is to be awakened. Your soul is to be awakened. When
soul gets awakened, there remains nothing... If your soul is awakened, what else
do you need?"- Yogi Bhajan.Kundalini Yoga is an oral tradition dating back hundreds if not thousands of years. In the
early 1970's, when this ancient technology was being presented, students would
patiently wait to hear from fellow students and teachers what Yogi Bhajan
had just taught. Students took notes,
made drawings and passed them on... In
a certain sense it was revolutionary that
this sacred, once secret science was being recorded and distributed. Never, in
history, had this been done before.It was
very exciting when a Kriya-write up, manual or a "Beads of Truth"-magazine became available and when the Meditation
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Manual for Intermediate Students was
published and distributed, it was a revelation. So many amazing Kriyas! It felt like
as long as one had this manual, one
could practice Kundalini Yoga for the rest
of the life. It was like having the security
of a treasure that would never diminish
or get old.This wonderful book: KRIYA Yoga Sets, Meditations & Classic Kriyas
contains many of the Kriyas from the
Meditation Manual for Intermediate Students as well as many previously unpublished Kriyas from that era. Some of the
models in the book are children of original student-teachers of Yogi Bhajan...You
will enjoy these eﬀective and powerful
Kundalini Yoga Kriyas. By practicing
them, you can uplift yourself and inspire
yourself to try some of these again and
again!KRIYA - Yoga Sets, Meditations &
Classic Kriyas from the Early Teachings
of Yogi Bhajan contains:Challenging physical Kundalini Yoga Kriyas from the
1970s and 1980sMore than 100 Meditations, including Visualizations, Praanayams, Silent Meditations, and Meditations with MantraIncludes Material from
the Meditation Manual for Intermediate
Students, K.R.I.Y.A., Under the Blue
Skies, and more!
Relax and Renew is Guru Rattana's second quintessential compilation of Kundalini Yoga Kriyas and Meditations from
the early teachings of Yogi Bhajan. Yet
another invaluable guide to life and living in the Aquarian Age, this new and updated second edition celebrates the 29th
anniversary of its original publication in
1988.Greatly expanded and adapted to
meet the new challenges of the times,
the book's introduction and appendices
have also been rewritten, oﬀering new
gems to assist you in making health and
healing into a rewarding and spiritual
lifestyle.Still one of Guru Rattana's most
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popular manuals, Relax and Renew is in
daily use by both teachers and students
world-wide. Its impressive range of over
100 Kriyas and Meditations has also
been augmented for increased clarity
and comprehension.A detailed explanation of how to Relax and Renew during
your practice of Kundalini Yoga.Powerful
techniques to assist in many speciﬁc aspects of health and healing.Same great
kriyas and meditations - the "oldies and
goodies" from the early years of Yogi
Bhajan's teachings.Completely revised
and updated - from the original typewritten edition!
For new and experienced students, practical guidance in kundalini yoga for happiness, health, and fulﬁllment Kundalini is
a universal life force within each of us
that, once awakened, holds the power to
transform every facet of our lives. Kundalini yoga is the art and practice of activating this radiant energy. With Essential
Kundalini Yoga, Karena Virginia and
Dharm Khalsa present the core principles and practices of this revered tradition in an inviting and accessible guide.
“Kundalini yoga opens joyous space for
connecting deeply with the energy
states of our being,” write Karena and
Dharm, “It brings vital health to the body
and opens our consciousness to new potentials of awareness.” Created for the
modern practitioner, this book oﬀers
clear, comprehensive instruction in the
key insights and practices of kundalini yoga. From philosophy and lifestyle, to
working with anatomy and physical asana, to activating our energy bodies, Essential Kundalini Yoga is a uniquely practical and in-depth manual. Highlights include: Gorgeous photos illuminating
step-by-step instructions Detailed instructions, explanations, and illustrations for
core kundalini practices—mantra, pranayama, bhanda, asana, kriya, medita-
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tion, and more Seven traditional kundalini yoga routines, including a pituitary
gland series for intuition, yoga for the immune system, and detoxing for radiance
Understand the science of the practice,
including its eﬀects on the glandular system, spine, nervous system, and skeleton Meditations, mantras, and yoga poses to activate each of the chakras and
bring health to your energetic body
Remedies for common emotional challenges—dealing with fear, shame, and
depression, among others Kundalini secrets for getting better sleep, aging
gracefully, enhancing fertility, cultivating
vitality, and more Rooted in tradition and
infused with a sense of inﬁnite possibility, Essential Kundalini Yoga is a joyful invitation for practitioners of all levels to
awaken the vital energy within and receive the gifts that emerge from connecting more deeply with your own potential
for creativity, abundance, and joy.
The practice of Kundalini yoga aims to
unlock and awaken the radiant transformative energy that exists within every
person. This book is the perfect introduction to the fundamentals of a Kundalini
practice. Taught for thousands of years
and brought to the West by Yogi Bhajan,
Kundalini is a powerful mind-body style
of yoga. When practiced regularly, Kundalini yoga can strengthen the nervous
system, balance the glandular system,
and harness the energy of the mind,
emotions, and body, and is surprisingly
simple to learn. While general yoga technique focuses on exercise postures and
breathing, Kundalini takes the process a
step further by integrating yoga into everyday life activities. This deﬁnitive
guide, fully illustrated with photographs,
is an accessible introduction to the ancient practice of Kundalini yoga, with information on poses and positions, diet
and lifestyle, breathing and stretching
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techniques, chanting and meditation exercises, and general guidelines that can
help anyone—beginner or advanced—gain the greatest beneﬁt from the practice of yoga.
This book contains hundreds of beautiful
mantras to recite and repeat for these
and other personal needs you face in
your life.The mantras in this book have
been lovingly collected, translated and
commented by the devoted wife of Yogi
Bhajan, the spiritual teacher who
brought Kundalini Yoga to the United
States in 1969 and built the extensive
3HO (Happy, Healthy, Holy Organization)
worldwide community.
This yoga manual accompanies the "I
Am A Woman" reader and has been organized by topic so that you can focus
on a particular discipline within your own
practice, generate weekend workshops
for your students, or create an entire curriculum for an in-depth experience of the
women's teachings over time.Topics include:-Awakening Your Inner Vitality: Essentials for Daily Practice-Sensitivity:
Connect to Your Eternal Power-Radiance:
Walking in Beauty and Living by Grace-Sound Mind & Body: Using the Sound Current to Create Clarity and Caliber-Fearlessness: Empower Your Life-Woman as
Her Own Psychologist I: Clearing the Self-Woman as Her Own Psychologist II: Cultivating the Self-Crisis Kit: What to Do
When There's Nothing Left to Do-Sexuality & Creativity: Igniting the Spark-Relationships & Communication: Redeﬁning
Intercourse-Becoming a Mother: 9
Months, 40 Days, and Everyday-Transformations and Transitions: Breathing
through Everything-Healing & Relaxation: Becoming Healthy, Happy and Holy-Beauty Begins Within: Personal Discipline and the Graceful Woman
A fascinating look into our human nature
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through the eyes of Yogi Bhajan, Master
of Kundalini Yoga. It details the interplay
of the positive, negative, and neutral
parts of our mind with our nine aspects
and twenty-seven projections. Yogi Bhajan's lectures provide a practical approach to the Science of Humanology,
and encourage you to meditate to enlist
your mind as your friend and servant
rather than your master. The meditations apply to the various aspects we embody, such as Defender, Manager, Artist,
Producer, Strategist, Teacher. You can select from 42 meditations, including: Creating Art by Projecting into the Future;
Pursuing the Cycle of Success; Deep Memory of a Past Projection; Interpretations
of All Facets of Life; Pursuing the Cycle
of Artistic Attributes; and Creating Art by
Environmental Eﬀects.
Examines the health claims of modern
yoga, drawing on scientiﬁc and cultural
research to oﬀer advice on how to recognize authentic yoga practice and gain actual beneﬁts.
The time has come. We want to be, we
should be, and we have to be-men. Yogi
Bhajan No one has ever talked to-men-about-men like this before! These
no holds barred lectures tell a man how
to master being a man. Everything you
ve always wanted to know is here: how
to succeed as a man, how to communicate as a man, how to make love to the
woman in your life, the relationship between sex and spirituality, potency and
projection, consciousness and creativity.Plus special foods, diets, and exercises
especially for men.
You have within you a latent energy waiting to transform your life. Known as kundalini, this legendary power is believed
to catalyze spiritual evolution. But is kundalini real? And if so, how can we engage this energy to awaken our cons-
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ciousness? For centuries, the secrets of
kundalini have been guarded by masters
and buried in esoteric texts around the
globe. Kundalini Rising brings together
24 illuminating essays by some of today's most prominent voices to demystify this mysterious phenomenon. From
personal accounts and yogic practices,
to brain research and historical perspectives, this compelling anthology weaves
together both the mystical and practical
perspectives on the rise of kundalini energy to help support your own spiritual
discovery. Contributors include:
Lawrence Edwards, PhD; Bonnie Greenwell, PhD; Bruce Greyson, MD; Gene
Keiﬀer; Penny Kelly; Gurmukh Kaur Khalsa; Shanti Shanti Kaur Khalsa, PhD; Sat
Bir Singh Khalsa, PhD; Gurucharan Singh
Khalsa, PhD; Gopi Krishna; Olga
Louchakova; David Lukoﬀ, PhD; Andrew
B. Newberg, PhD; Stuart Perrin; John Selby; Stuart Sovatsky, PhD; Swami Sivananda Radha; Dorothy Walters, PhD; John
White; Whitehawk; Barbara Harris
Whitﬁeld; Charles L. Whitﬁeld, MD; and
Ken Wilber.
“One of the simplest yet most comprehensive yoga books to be published in recent memory, Miller’s work could become a classic . . . appropriate for all levels.” —Publishers Weekly From the bestselling author of The Yoga Deck comes
Essential Yoga—the only hatha yoga
book to oﬀer this many poses (over
100), this many illustrations (over 180),
and this many suggested sequences
(over 50). Focusing on the poses themselves, it provides clear, concise instructions and detailed illustrations for each.
It also includes six classic moving meditations (such as Sun Salutation and Camel
Vinyasa), ten beginner-to-advanced sessions, and 48 mini-sequences designed
to build strength for speciﬁc activities or
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alleviate health problems. Essential Yoga
combines physical poses (asanas),
breathing exercises (pranayamas), and
meditations (dhyanas) into a simple and
complete reference guide for yoga practitioners of all levels. Along the way, author Olivia Miller provides guidance on
proper technique and alignment; modiﬁcations for beginners or those with knee,
neck, or back pain; suggestions for preventing injury; and ways to keep a regular practice interesting and active.
This practitioner's guide details the fundamentals of Dahn Yoga's highly eﬀective mind-body training system. Rooted
in the ancient wisdom of Korea, Dahn Yoga is uniquely and ideally suited to open
up the energy system of the body, while
generating greater vitality and peace of
mind. This easy-to-use reference text
will help you perfect your postures as
you learn the principles behind the practice. Dahn Yoga Basics is a must-have essential for all Dahn Yoga enthusiasts and
holistic health advocates. Inside Dahn Yoga Basics: Full color photography and illustration Concise, easy-to-follow instructions for every exercise Fully illustrated
explanation of the body's life energy system Dahn Yoga posture chart and glossary Clear explanation of basic Dahn principles and philosophy
Yogi Bhajan said, "When I call on my Inﬁnity, I can come through anything. Then
I shall never be handicapped?That is how
we shall enter the Age of Aquarius." This
manual has 19 kriyas for you to practice
so you may experience your Inﬁnity. This
manual includes these great kriyas: Adjusting the Navel; Connecting Physical
and Heavenly Reality; Expanding Your Inner Self; and The Relationship of the
Pranic Body and Physical Body.Inﬁnity
and Me also shares 17 beautiful meditations including Prosperity, Fulﬁllment
and Success; The Magic Mantra; Mudra
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to Open Up Blockages in Your Life; Knowing What to Do; Working on the Third
Chakra, and Balancing the Projection
with the Intention.
The term 'kundalini' is an ancient Sanskrit word referring to the powerful life
force present in us all. The purpose of
kundalini meditation is to open up this
life force, helping it ﬂow through each of
the seven chakras, the energetic centres
of the body. When kundalini is fully awakened you will feel amazing levels of energy with electric-like currents ﬂowing up
and down the nerves. You will experience inspiration and insight during meditation and doubts and anxieties will disappear. Your body will feel as light as air
and your mind calm and serene. You will
be at one with the divine. Kundalini Meditation explains, in guided stages, how to
awaken this life force. First you must become aware of the energy channels running along the spinal cord - the nadis and the chakras or energy centres which
are strung along the nadis like jewels in
a necklace. Next, by practising puriﬁcation rituals, breathing exercises called
pranayama, meditation, yoga poses and
mudras (hand positions), you can ensure
that kundalini is drawn up through the
spine, opening each chakra in turn and
causing it to 'bloom like a ﬂower'. A special feature of the book is the guided
meditations targeting common problems
and issues - for example, releasing
anger, lifting depression, promoting healing and inviting love into your life. This
beautiful, inspiring yet practical book will
bring you to a whole new level of awareness, inner peace and insight.
Sadhana brings us into an intimate alignment with the reality of who we are: as a
creature of the Creator and as a human
being. First published in 1974, Kundalini
Yoga Sadhana Guidelines has become
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the best-selling Kundalini Yoga manual
of all time. Within these pages, you'll
ﬁnd the inspiration to keep returning
breath-by-breath to your Self and to your
practice. Sadhana is everything we do on
a daily basis as our self-discipline and
our commitment to our higher self. It is a
spiritual practice in which we confront
the tendencies of our mind and ego and,
out of love, we invite in the dimensions
of our soul, spirit, and intuition. In its
essence, it is a process of reﬁnement, development, and mastery. As we learned
from eastern traditions, a sadhu is a being who has disciplined himself. Likewise, the deﬁnition of a yogi is a person
who has totally leaned on the supreme
consciousness, which is God. The purpose of sadhana is to arrive at the place
where we go beyond our ego and its limitations. Morning sadhana-done before
the sunrise-is a special time when we sit
before the altar of our own consciousness and have the opportunity to clean
up our inner world before we engage in
the outer world-our jobs, our families,
our responsibilities. This manual exists
to serve you and to help you uplift yourself and others. It is designed for both
the new and the experienced student. It
focuses on the essential practice of Kundalini Yoga. A material that oﬀers lectures, essays, insights, and a series of exercises that one can experience and improve one's own personal practice.
The Kundalini Yoga tradition speaks of a
call to the Divine that awakens “the Original Light of the soul.” Through meditation, prayer, and sacred song, those of
all faiths can connect with this illuminating source—Kundalini, the universal energy of awareness and healing that awakens within. With Original Light, kirtan (devotional chant) singer Snatam Kaur
takes us into the heart of the path, as
taught in the Aquarian Sadhana, its pri-
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mary guide to daily practice. Readers explore Kundalini Yoga’s key principles, enriched by Snatam Kaur’s stories and insights as a lifelong practitioner. She then
teaches its ﬁve stages of practice, including preparation, sacred recitations,
breathing fundamentals, energizing yoga
sets, meditations, morning chants, and
more. This invaluable resource oﬀers for
the ﬁrst time Snatam Kaur’s personal instruction—a direct transmission from her
teacher and Kundalini Yoga’s founder, Yogi Bhajan—to anyone inspired by yoga or
devotional singing. Includes two CDs
with guided chants and practices.
From acclaimed yoga teacher Guru Jagat
comes a wildly cool, practical, and beautifully illustrated guide to applying the simple and super-eﬀective technology of
Kundalini Yoga and Meditation to everyday life, upgrading your "operating system" inside and out. With Invincible Living, Guru Jagat shares a radical way of
understanding yoga—not just as something to do in practice, but as a broader
principle for living. Candid, encouraging,
and irreverent, Guru Jagat shows how
Kundalini Yoga—which forgoes complex
poses for energy-boosting, breath-driven
exercises, quick meditations, and simple
poses most of which you can do at your
desk—can reset your life and well-being,
regardless of your age or background.
Designed explicitly for everyday people,
not ashram-going or gym-bodied yogis,
fast, eﬀective Kundalini techniques can
be done anywhere, from the car to the
conference room. There’s no need to
have a bendy back or toned arms. You
don’t even need a mat: just a quiet
space to clear your head, and as little as
a minute out of your day. From beauty
and self-care to work and relationships,
Invincible Living tackles both the
mind—from mood elevation and stress
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reduction to renewed mental clarity—and the body—from anti-aging, and
increased metabolism to amped up energy. Packed with tips, exercises, and stepby-step instructions and fully photographed and illustrated in Guru Jagat’s
fresh, handmade-meets-hipster style, Invincible Living is fresh take on ancient
wisdom: a must-have guide for anyone
who wants simple, eﬀective, tools for a
supercharged life as taught by a uniquely compelling teacher who upends all preconceptions about yoga. Invincible Living
includes 100 color photographs and illustrations.
Premka: White Bird in a Golden Cage is a
compelling and beautifully unfolding
tale, oﬀering a haunting look into a
teacher/student relationship. This intimate memoir, written by one of Yogi Bhajan's prized teachers and exalted students, is full of devotion, love, dedication, betrayal, loss and the healing uniﬁcation of the self. It also reads as a love
letter to a unique time in history-the '60s
in Los Angeles and New Mexico, where
love, music, art, spiritual exploration, often led to self-transformation. As a historical treatise and a spiritual mystery, this
book oﬀers unique insight into the origins of the Western Sikh movement and
the proliferation of Yogi Bhajan's kundalini yoga.
The 21 Stages of Meditation clariﬁes the
process and outlines the steps toward
your own progress in meditation.
Deﬁned by Yogi Bhajan and elucidated
by Gurucharan Singh, "The 21 Stages of
Meditation" is a key work in deepening
your understanding and experience of
meditation. Ranging from Upset and
Boredom to Humility, Graceful Enlightenment and the Sage, explore these stages
and the three distinct meditative journeys, which culminate in the pinnacle of
contemplative awareness, the Stage
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21st, also described as The Inﬁnite
Pulse. This is an essential book for those
interested in deepening their process of
meditation and their experience with Jappa Yoga.The teachings presented in this
book have been developed with love and
care and genuine reverence. Yogi Bhajan
said, "Now we are entering the Age of
Aquarius and we have to have the science of mind totally brought into a geometry so that you can understand this
is depression, this is expression; this is
what you are doing and this is what you
have to do. So for that reason, we are trying to create all this work for you." Every
living thing has its own time to grow
from a seed to its innate maturity. May it
provide a foundation for elevation and
enlightenment to all who love meditation.
Sexuality and Spirituality oﬀers both
men and women the prospect of great
sex with deep intimacy, contentment,
satisfaction, and divine connection. This
amazing manual reveals previously secret Kundalini Yoga sets and meditations
from which you can ﬁnd the means to
achieve your greatest joy and fulﬁllment.Our sexual energy impacts all aspects
of our life: How we relate to our sexuality
is a determining factor in how we relate
not only to our partners, but also to our
family, friends, children, and all those
with whom we interact. We are all sexual
beings, so this book is for everyone - regardless of age, gender, gender identity,
sexual orientation, spiritual path, or level
of sexual activity.This updated and expanded 2nd Edition oﬀers new material
about Tantra, man's and woman's sexuality, how to practice the locks for sexual
pleasure, polarity balance for men and
women, and opening the heart to sacred
love. It also retains the much loved Kundalini Yoga sets and meditations from
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the original 1989 edition, in what remains the only published source of much
of this amazing material from the early
classes of Yogi Bhajan.We miss a lot
when sex is reduced to building up
stressful desire and releasing it. Spiritualizing our attitude toward our sexuality delivers us to the universal creative dimensions of existence. How we create in life
is a function of how we are able to sustain and interact with the unfolding of
our life, relax into our own rhythm, and
ﬁnd satisfaction while moving through
our daily activities.Learn how to open
your heart - to yourself, to others and to
all life. Love happens as you embrace all
life's challenges, as well as its joys. Practicing the technology and absorbing the
wisdom oﬀered in this manual will
change your life, by raising your frequency to the vibration of sacred love.
Interest in yoga is at an all-time high, es-
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pecially among women. Whether readers
wish to begin the practice or are already
involved in yoga, this innovative book
will help them understand the unique
beneﬁts yoga provides for a woman's
health and mental well-being. The authors lead women of all ages through the
health and life cycles speciﬁc to females
by illustrating the spiritual and physical
advantages of Kundalini yoga, as taught
by yoga master Yogi Bhajan. Hari Khalsa
applies ancient wisdom to explain how to
determine and enhance one's own special relationship with the mind, body,
and soul. Using his expertise on women's
health issues, Dr. Siebel reveals the scientiﬁc basis for yoga's positive eﬀects on
the brain. Together, Dr. Siebel and Hari
Khalsa create a dialogue of spiritualism
and science, elucidating how every woman can reap the rewards of yoga for a lifetime.
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